
Response to Transport for the North’s
draft Strategic Transport Plan

Overview and background

The Minsters Rail Campaign is grateful for the opportunity to respond to Transport for the North’s draft 
Strategic Transport Plan (STP).   In general the Campaign welcomes the draft STP and the detailed 
analysis upon which it is based. 

Our response will concentrate on the role that the reinstatement of the Beverley to York rail line would 
play in meeting the draft STP’s objectives, and will suggest some additional factors which we think 
should be taken into account.   Particular areas of concern are:

 Connectivity.  Much of the focus of the draft STP is on connectivity between cities, and we will 
emphasise the specific needs of Hull.  But we would like to see a higher priority given to the 
connectivity needs of towns and villages in more rural areas (such as parts of the East Riding) and 
how they can benefit from better transport links with cities, and we will comment on this aspect.

 Resilience.  Resilience is an important theme in the draft STP.  We will draw attention to serious 
long-term resilience issues affecting the main transport links to Hull and the East Riding.

Hull and Beverley are linked with Market Weighton, Pocklington, Stamford Bridge and York by the 
increasingly congested A1079.  (Stamford Bridge is off the A1079 on the A166.)  The Minsters Rail 
Campaign believes that the reinstatement of the former 32-mile Beverley to York “Minsters” rail line 
(closed in 1965), which branched off the existing Hull-Scarborough line at Beverley and served these 
places, will contribute substantially to the long-term economic and social future of the East Riding, 
improving public transport, reducing car dependency and encouraging sustainable development.  It will 
also be an alternative link from Hull and the East Riding to the rest of the rail network, needed because 
the existing rail infrastructure serving Hull lacks resilience.  Regionally, the line will form a much-
improved rail link between East and North Yorkshire, thus contributing to better connectivity. 

A study by consultants Carl Bro in 2005 commissioned by the East Riding of Yorkshire Council (ERYC) 
found that the reinstatement would be feasible and achievable.  The study put forward potential routes 
round Market Weighton, Pocklington and Stamford Bridge (the original routes through them having been 
built over many years ago), chosen for sound railway engineering reasons, and concluded that at £239m 
(2005 figure) the reinstatement would represent value for money in terms of the Department for 
Transport’s benefit/cost analysis.  

1.  The Hull-York sub-corridor now – poor connectivity, poor reliability
 
1.1  The A1079 between Beverley and York

The main A1079 road between Beverley and York is barely adequate to meet current needs.  Despite a 
few improvements in recent years, the ERYC Local Plan Strategy document (adopted in 2016) recognises 
that it is already seriously congested at peak times and that “… the road network cannot be expected to 
accommodate unconstrained traffic growth” (paras 7.43-7.44).  Even at non-peak times, farm vehicles 
can cause delays to traffic.  Many serious accidents occur on it (see www.crashmap.co.uk) and it is 
considered to be the seventh most dangerous road in the UK.  Except for 1.5 miles, the 27 miles from 
Beverley to the A64 York bypass are single carriageway.  Upgrading is hugely expensive:  the dualling of 
one mile was cancelled as costs rose to £26m – nearly twice the estimate.  The growing inadequacy of 
the A1079 affects commuting, freight and tourism and is a hindrance to economic growth.

http://www.crashmap.co.uk


1.2  Bus services between Hull and York

Bus journeys along the A1079 are slow (an hour for the 22 miles from Market Weighton to Hull, 45 
minutes for the 21 miles from Market Weighton to York).  At peak times buses are caught up in heavy 
congestion and not able to keep to schedule.  They are not an attractive alternative for travel to work.

1.3  Rail services between Hull and York via Selby

The current rail service between Hull and York has to take the indirect route via Selby (on some services 
the route is even longer, via Sherburn in Elmet).  It is slow: most trains take 62-75 minutes.  (By contrast 
the direct Minsters line route would offer a Hull to York journey time of 56 minutes.)  Although the 
forthcoming hourly service is very welcome, the service as a whole is not attractive to commuters, and 
does not benefit the Western Wolds towns of Market Weighton, Pocklington and Stamford Bridge.

2.  The East Riding and the national rail network: resilience and 
connectivity issues

2.1  Existing routes from Hull to the mainline rail network lack resilience
The main line to Hull from the west is at risk of disruption.  It passes along the Humber foreshore, an 
area at high risk of flooding, and the line has been closed briefly by flood or tide twice in the last ten 
years.  Predicted sea level rise in the Humber estuary may make this a more frequent occurrence.  The 
2010 ERYC draft Climate Change Strategy (para 4.5.6) states that before 2050 “Alternative routes may 
need to be found or existing routes protected for road and rail infrastructure”.  The swing bridges at Selby 
and Goole add vulnerability to the routes serving Hull: shipping accidents or bridge problems are 
infrequent, but the resulting disruption is unpredictable and may be long-lasting.  For reasons of network 
resilience a diversionary rail link to Hull is therefore needed.  Clearly the Minsters Line will not replace 
the main route to the west, but it will ensure that, if the latter is badly disrupted, Hull and the East Riding 
will not be cut off from the mainline rail network, with serious economic consequences (as was the case 
when the Devon and Cornwall main line was cut at Dawlish by sea damage for two months in 2014). 

2.2  Better connectivity with North Yorkshire
We welcome the draft STP’s examination of transport connectivity across the central Pennines strategic 
development corridor.  The reinstatement of the Minsters route will give improved rail connectivity with 
North Yorkshire, allowing journeys from the East Riding via York to towns such as Harrogate or 
Northallerton.  The Minsters route would play a more major role in rail connectivity in the event of the 
main line from Hull being disrupted (see 2.1, above).

2.3  Onward rail travel via York; HS2
At present anyone from the Western Wolds making a long-distance rail journey must go to York by bus 
or private car.  The Minsters line will connect at York with services to many long-distance destinations.

We are surprised that the Yorkshire to Scotland corridor study in the draft STP seems not to take account 
of the need for improved rail links within Yorkshire to connect with mainline trains at York (or sometimes 
Doncaster).  As has been noted, rail journeys from many parts of the East Riding of Yorkshire to Scotland 
via York are impeded by either slow public transport or inadequate roads for the journey to York.

Plans for HS2 have been welcomed by Yorkshire councils and LEPs.  York will become a major point of 
connection into HS2.  But without a direct rail link to York via the Western Wolds, its communities and 
businesses will not be able to make best use of the economic and travel benefits which HS2 will bring.

3.  Resilience of the main east-west road route serving Hull
The main east-west road artery serving Hull also suffers from poor resilience and reliability, with 
accidents blocking one or both carriageways of the A63 and causing lengthy delays.  (One recent accident 
also blocked the main rail route.)  This adds to the case for an additional rail route serving Hull.



4.  Sustainable travel options and economic growth

4.1  The draft STP’s sustainable transport objectives

As already noted, the A1079 is already seriously congested at peak times.  Without a sustainable public 
transport alternative, it is inevitable that the number of extra journeys resulting from projected housing 
developments along the A1079 corridor, plus freight haulage, will have a detrimental effect on journey 
times, on the environment, and on the quality of life of the population along the route.

We therefore welcome the draft STP’s commitment to promoting low carbon growth and sustainable 
transport options.  Reinstatement of the Minsters line will be an effective way of encouraging modal 
shift away from car use and of meeting the draft STP’s sustainable transport objectives. 

4.2  Changes since the 2005 feasibility study

The 2005 feasibility study showed that many private car users would switch to a rail service if it was 
available.  Since 2005 conditions on the A1079 have deteriorated considerably, and this response would 
almost certainly now be higher.  The journey times as planned in the 2005 study will be attractive (Hull-
York, 36 miles: 56 minutes; Beverley-York, 32 miles: 46 minutes).  The experience of other rail lines 
reopened in the last few years is that passenger numbers invariably far exceed expectations.

4.3  East Riding disadvantaged by unreliable transport infrastructure

The ERYC Economic Development Strategy 2012-2016 (2012) advises priority for projects “which deliver 
connectivity infrastructure for growth”.  Para 8.4.17 states:  “Delays and unreliability in the area’s 
transport infrastructure weaken the East Riding’s strategic position with its surrounding cities and also 
[have] a direct economic cost in terms of reducing productivity through increased journey times.” 

The reinstatement of the Minsters line will benefit the area economically by providing an additional 
route to the west, thus reducing the economic cost of the area’s unreliable transport infrastructure.

4.4  Economic growth arising from rail reopenings

There is ample evidence of the economic growth that arises from a rail reopening.  The draft STP 
identifies the many economic and social benefits which can arise from transport investment.  As an 
example of this, following the reopening of the Borders line in Scotland in September 2015, tourism, 
property prices and inward investment in that area have all increased considerably.  The same can be 
expected from the reinstatement of the Minsters line.

5.  Transport needs that will be served by the direct Minsters line

5.1  Travel to work 

The ERYC Economic Development Strategy 2012-2016 (2012) states that 45% of East Riding residents 
travel outside the area for work and 20% of the East Riding workforce travel into the area (page 7, para 
2.3.3).  A large part of this is by car.  This can only increase due to planned housing development, leading 
to further peak-hour delays on overcrowded roads such as the A1079.  The Minsters rail route will open 
up for commuters within reach of the line a new era of quicker and calmer journeys to work.  It will be an 
example of how transport investment can, as the draft STP says, support health and well-being.

5.2  Education
Many students in further and higher education are studying at universities and colleges near to home.  
Local students at the universities and colleges in Hull and York represent a travel market whose public 
transport needs are not being effectively met at present.

5.3  Health
The hospitals in Cottingham and Hull are major regional centres for many medical specialties.  On-site 
parking is inadequate and expensive.  A York-Hull rail service via Beverley, with connecting bus services, 



will meet the needs of patients and relatives from the Western Wolds towns.  Also, it may be possible to 
build a station directly alongside York Hospital to serve patients and staff and the area round about.

5.4  Retail
A reliable rail service via the Western Wolds towns would enable residents in these areas to access the 
major retail centres of Hull and York by improved public transport, contributing to a reduction in car use. 

5.5  Tourism
The ERYC Economic Development Strategy 2012-2016 (page 49 figure 14) shows “underdeveloped 
tourism offer” as a weakness.  The Western Wolds market towns are in need of visitors to boost their 
economy but road congestion and lack of parking are limiting their potential.  The reinstatement of the 
York-Beverley-Hull rail line could be a catalyst for a significant increase in tourism for them.  It should be 
noted that being UK City of Culture 2017 has led to a huge growth in tourism to Hull and area.

5.6  Hull - new industrial development; freight
As the number of passenger trains on the main line out of Hull increases, there will be fewer paths for 
freight trains.  Recent investment in manufacturing in Hull by Siemens and others will add to the 
pressure on the existing routes to the city, both road and rail, passenger and freight.  If Hull-York services 
use the Minsters route to York via Beverley, this will free up paths on the main line. 

6.  A long-term aspiration:  taking it forward
The Minsters line will provide improved transport and will generate economic growth in East Yorkshire, 
in the same way that the Borders line (reopened in September 2015) is already doing for that part of 
Scotland.  But it will also have a wider significance, contributing to better rail connectivity and to the 
resilience of the rail network serving the Yorkshire and Humber region.

Looking further into the future, there is the potential for a further development, which would be 
relevant to the York – north-east coast sub-corridor: a York-Bridlington service is possible if a chord is 
built just north of Beverley between the reinstated line from York and the existing Hull-Scarborough line. 

The Department for Transport’s policy paper Connecting people: a strategic vision for rail (November 
2017) gives encouragement for rail reopenings.  It asks local authorities and Local Enterprise Partnerships 
to submit proposals.

However, this approach does not meet the circumstances of the Minsters line, which traverses several 
local authorities and two LEP areas and has a strategic importance beyond the purely local.

There is a need to evaluate individual potential rail reopenings in a wider strategic context – something 
beyond the remit of individual local authorities or LEPs.  Transport for the North is clearly the 
appropriate body to do this for the north of England (and we hope that TfN may be able to engage with 
planning authorities to ensure that disused trackbeds with potential future rail use are protected).

We therefore look forward to the role that Transport for the North can play in evaluating and taking 
forward major rail projects in the north – such as the reinstatement of the Beverley to York “Minsters” 
line, which we believe meets the objectives of the Strategic Transport Plan. 
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